
Adult Ageing Child Food/Knowledge Transfer

P49 - Absttract withdrawn Changes in Physical and Mental Health 

Functioning during Retirement Transition: a 

Register-linkage Follow-up Study  Manty et al 

P54

Barriers and Facilitators to Implementation of 

Diet and Physical Activity Interventions in 

Schools-A DEDIPAC (DEterminants of DIet and 

Physical Activity) qualitative study Hayes et al 

P58

Media representations of sugar consumption 

and sugar-sweetened beverage tax in UK 

newspapers: implications for public health 

policy  Buckton et al P61

The Prevalence and Determinants of 

Polypharmacy: Data from the British 1946 

Birth Cohort Rawle et al P50

Pain and routes of exit out of paid 

employment among British civil servants: a 

follow-up study 1985-2013 Lallukka et al  P55

LifeLab Southampton: Improving science 

literacy as a tool for increasing health literacy 

in teenagers – a pilot cluster-randomised 

controlled trial  Inskip et al P59

The challenges of using social theory to 

underpin dietary interventions Chambers et 

al P62

Early Life Factors Associated With Life Course 

Trajectories Of Resting Heart Rate O'Hare et 

al P52

Do working conditions alter to accommodate 

older workers’ changing needs when their 

health declines: A 10-year follow-up of the 

English Longitudinal Study of Ageing  

Fleischmann et al P56

How can mentoring programmes for young 

people in secondary schools in the United 

Kingdom be classified? Developing a typology 

using qualitative methods Busse et al P60

DIET @ NET: Development of the Nutritools 

website for dietary assessment Warthon-

Medina et al P63

Birth and childhood factors and late life 

cerebrovascular disease: An analysis of 3 

longitudinal cohort studies Backhouse et P53

Physical Fitness offsets Cognitive Dysfunction 

in Dementia Cadar et al P57

Are sepsis awareness and antimicrobial 

stewardship competing goals? A content 

analysis of the framing of sepsis and 

antimicrobial resistance in the popular news 

media Rush et al P70

Multiple risk behaviour in adolescence and 

adverse health and social outcomes in early 

adulthood: findings from a prospective birth 

cohort study Campbell et al P05

Life course socioeconomic position effects on 

inflammation in older adults: compensating 

for missing data in the English Longitudinal 

Study of Ageing Chatzi et al P51

Examining strategies to increase knowledge 

mobilisation between Public Health England 

and key stakeholders: a mixed methods study 

Oyebode et al P69
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Health Inequalities HSR Mental Health Methods 1

Comparison of socioeconomic differences in 

health using objective and self-reported 

measures of the same condition: Evidence 

from the Health Survey for England Scholes et 

al P64

Implementation of Step-Down Intermediate 

Care in Glasgow City: A qualitative study 

exploring barriers and enablers Levin et al 

P71

The determinants of subjective wellbeing: An 

analysis of a health and wellbeing survey in 

Southeast England Lagnado et al P76

Validation of two secondary sources of food 

environment data against street audits in 

England Morris et al P79

Socioeconomic differences in hearing among 

middle-aged and older adults in the Health 

Survey for England Scholes et al P65

Understanding why UK GPs are leaving 

general practice - a systematic review of 

qualitative research Long et al P72

Levels of psychological distress and predictors 

of distress in family carers of patients with 

cancer at end of life Grande et al P77

Forecasting trends in disability in England and 

Wales to 2030: a modelling study Guzmán-

Castillo et al P81

Barriers to accessing primary care for socio-

economically disadvantaged older people 

living in rural areas: a qualitative study Turley 

et al P66

Avoidable emergency admissions in the 

Republic of Ireland: analysis of regional 

determinants Lynch et al P73

Measuring Maternal Mood Savage-McGlynn 

et al P78

An illustration of the analytical challenges due 

to mathematical coupling in health geography 

research Berrie et al P82

The relationship between socio-economic 

class and work-related mental ill-health  

Hussey et al P67

The impact of reconfiguring acute hospital 

services on hospital-treated self-harm: a 

before-and-after study Lynch et al P74

Does self-rated health measure the same 

concept across countries? Insights from a 

comparison of older adults in England and 

Japan Williams et al P80

Explaining the fall in coronary mortality in 

Argentina between 1995 and 2010: IMPACT 

modelling analysis Guzman et al P83

Relationship between socioeconomic status 

and gastrointestinal infections in developed 

countries: A systematic review and meta-

analysis Adams et al P68

A cost-effectiveness analysis of improving 

access to psychological therapies in British 

Sign Language (BSL) Shields et al P75

Defining a primary composite outcome from 

Hospital Episode Statistics data to test the 

benefit of cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) 

imaging after primary percutaneous coronary 

Harris et al P84
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Methods 2 Obesity Ethnicity

Exclusion of community-led initiatives by 

publication bias: evidence from a systematic 

scoping review of community engagement in 

the UK Bagnall et al P85

Health care professional’s experiences of 

lifestyle management in overweight and 

obese pregnant women: a qualitative study 

Flannery et al P89

Associations between maternal pregnancy, 

social and lifestyle characteristics and 

offspring blood pressure at age 4/5 in White 

British and Pakistani origin participants in the 

Born in Bradford Study West et al P94

Are process evaluation measures related to 

intervention outcomes in the PACE-UP 

primary care pedometer-based walking trial? 

Furness et al P86

Socio-economic variation in child BMI 

trajectory from infancy to adolescence in 

three contemporary European child cohorts 

Layte et al P90

Ethnic variations in clustering of adolescent 

health risk behaviours: latent class analysis 

Cassidy et al P95

A Process Evaluation of the Implementation of 

ASSIST in Scotland Dobbie et al P87

Mechanisms of Action in Group-based 

Interventions (MAGI) study: a framework of 

change processes in group-based health 

interventions Morgan-Trimmeret al P91

P96  - Withdrawn

Developing robust methods for a large scale, 

multi-site qualitative policy evaluation Guell 

et al P88

Lifestyle interventions for the treatment of 

overweight/obese adolescents - Cochrane 

Review Al Khudairy et al P92

The “problem” of Roma health and wellbeing: 

A critical analysis of European policy 

perspectives Orton et al P97

What are the views of overweight and obese 

adolescents (12-17yrs) attending lifestyle 

treatment interventions: a qualitative 

systematic review Jones et al P93

P98 - Withdrawn
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